In this paper, we present a neural network (Interac-tionNN) for sparse predictive analysis where hidden features of sparse data can be learned by multilevel feature interaction. To characterize multilevel interaction of features, InteractionNN consists of three modules, namely, nonlinear interaction pooling, layer-lossing, and embedding. Nonlinear interaction pooling (NI pooling) is a hierarchical structure and, by shortcut connection, constructs lowlevel feature interactions from basic dense features to elementary features. Layer-lossing is a feedforward neural network where high-level feature interactions can be learned from low-level feature interactions via correlation of all layers with target. Moreover, embedding is to extract basic dense features from sparse features of data which can help in reducing our proposed model computational complex. Finally, our experiment evaluates on the two benchmark datasets and the experimental results show that InteractionNN performs better than most of state-of-the-art models in sparse regression.
Introduction
Sparse prediction (sparse predictive analysis), as an important regression problem in machine learning field [Pearl, 2018] , applies machine learning to estimate the relationships between features and targets when features of data is in a sparse representation [Pan et al., 2018] . Sparse data has features in a sparse representation. Formally, in [Rendle, 2011] , we describe sparse data as follows: Suppose there is a dataset D = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), ..., (x n , y n )}, where n is the number of samples. Let m(x i ) be the number of non-zero elements in the i-th feature vector x and m(x) be the average number of non-zero elements m(x) of all vector x ∈ D. High sparsity (m(x i ) n) appears in many real world data like feature vectors of event transactions or text analysis. Recently, sparse prediction becomes more and more interesting since sparse data widely exists in our real world due to the multifield category of practical data. For instance, consider some data with three multi-field categorical features: * Corresponding Author [Gender=Male, Country=China, Weekday=Thursday] , by using one-hot encoding [Bayer et al., 2017] , we can convert it as a sparse representation as follows:
[0, 1] Gender=Male [0, 0, 0, 1, ..., 0, 0] Country=China [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0] Weekday=Thursday Compared to regression in dense data, it is not easy to extract hidden features of sparse data due to highly dispersed distribution of each sample [Juan et al., 2016] . To learn hidden features of sparse data, there are recently many existing works roughly classified as the following three classes:
(1) manually feature engineering; (2) (non)Linear models for low-level features; and (3) neural networks for multilevel features. Manually feature engineering is firstly and directly employed in crafting hidden features such as bid-ask model and taxonomy-aware FE. Compared to manually feature engineering, (non)linear models and newly neural networks are proposed to extract hidden features automatically. Linear models and non-linear models mainly extract features in a low-level such as factorization machines (FM) [Rendle, 2012] , field-aware factorization machines [Juan et al., 2016] , even with the help of feature engineering, such as logistic regression [Cheng et al., 2010] , follow the regularized leader (FTRL) [Mcmahan et al., 2013] . Neural networksbased models are recently applied to extract hidden features of sparse data in a multiple level [Zhang et al., 2016; Ying et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2017] . Those neural networksbased (NN-based) models can learn high & low-level feature interactions by operating feature vectors [He et al., 2017] . Wide&deep learning [Cheng et al., 2016] presents a sum of feature vectors, product-based factorization machines (PNN) [Qu et al., 2016] product of feature vectors. However, those existing NN-based models are limited to utilize only current feature in extracting higher level features . Thus, it is not easy to characterize the transitivity and reusability of features due to history features missing.
In this paper, we propose a novel neural network Interac-tionNN for sparse predictive analysis for learning multilevel feature interactions by utilizing history features to capture transitivity and reusability of features. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose a shortcut connection-based hierarchical structure (NI pooling) to learn low-level feature inter-actions by utilizing history features. Experimental results show that NI pooling outperforms FM with a 3.0% improvement, and performs better than BI-Interaction pooling in NFM with a 4.4% improvement. • We design a fully connected feed-forward neural network (Layer-lossing) to learn the higher level feature interactions from all higher level features in hidden layer. Experimental results show that layer-lossing performs better than general NN with a 0.9% improvement. • We present a hybrid embedding approach to learn basic dense features from sparse data where two embedding methods are employed to linear and nonlinear features respectively. Finally, our experiments on Frappe and MovieLens show that InteractionNN performs better than FM with a 6.3%, DeepFM with a 5.8%, and NFM with a 0.8% improvement respectively.
Related Works
In this section, we compare our approach to existing works. capture the feature interactions via a simply average of embedding vectors. DeepFM [Guo et al., 2017] combines FM and deep learning, which can obtain feature interactions via inner product and concatenate of feature vectors. Neural factorization machines (NFM) [He et al., 2017] proposes a BI-Interaction, which computes element-wise product and sum of feature interactions. Attentional factorization machines (AFM) [Xiao et al., 2017] learns feature interaction contribution via attention mechanism by calculating elementwise product and weighted sum of feature interactions.
CCPM [Liu et al., 2015] , based on CNN, can learn some feature interactions between local features by convolution kernel. Deep crossing [Ying et al., 2016] proposes multiple residual units based on ResNet to learn highlevel feature interactions. Deep cross network (DCN) [Wang et al., 2017 ] presents a novel cross network to deepen the lowlevel feature interactions learned via product of feature interactions. Compared to those models constructing higher level features depending on only current features, InteractionNN can capture the transitivity and reusability of features.
Other Models The family of FM can learn feature interactions via inner product of embedding vectors. FTRL [Mcmahan et al., 2013] presents a per-coordinate learning rates which has excellent sparsity and convergence properties. Feature engineering [Shi et al., 2014] , such as bid-ask model and taxonomy-aware FE, manually design some shallow hidden features. Compared to those classical machine learning approaches to extracting shallow features, InteractionNN can also extract high-level features.
Overview of InteractionNN
In this section, we introduce the framework of InteractionNN model that captures multilevel feature interactions by extracting information layer by layer during sparse data modeling. InteractionNN mainly contains three modules, namely, nonlinear interaction pooling, Layer-lossing, and embedding, as shown in Figure 1 .
Next, we introduce the three modules of InteractionNN as follows:
• Embedding is to extract basic dense features from sparse features of data which can help in reducing our proposed model computational complex. • NI pooling is a hierarchical structure and, by shortcut connection [Huang et al., 2017] , which constructs lowlevel feature interaction from basic dense features in Embedding. • Layer-lossing is a feed-forward neural network where high-level feature interactions can be learned from lowlevel feature interactions extracted in NI pooling via correlation of all layers with target. Besides, the linear model of InteractionNN is to learn linear features fused together with nonlinear features extracted in Layer-lossing in the combination layer for regression.
InteractionNN for Sparse Prediction
In this section, we introduce InteractionNN in detail.
Embedding
Embedding contains two layers: the 1st converts the sparse feature vector into dense vector representation and the 2nd converts the shared input into concentrated matrix expression.
Formally, let F denote the feature size, K the embedding size, and F S the number of feature values, the two layers x em1 ∈ R F and x em2 ∈ R F ×K are defined as follows:
Here vec em1 ∈ R F S is vector weight parameter, and mat em2 ∈ R F S×K is matrix weight parameter. Note that ⊗ and are used to perform parallel lookups on the list of tensor in x in . Intuitively, x em1 and x em2 represent a dense feature vector and a dense feature matrix, where an original sparse feature vector x in is input. Note that x em2 is utilized to learn high-level nonlinear feature interaction while x em1 is used to learn low-level linear feature. NI pooling is a hierarchical extractor (shown in Figure 2 ) where feature vectors (low-level features) are extracted from feature matrix (sparse features) generated in embedding. NI pooling consists of two elementary unary operator: column sum (denoted by ⊕) and hadamard product (denoted by ). Formally, the two operators column sum (⊕) and Ha-Pro ( ) are defined as follows: Let [M ij ] n×m be a n × m matrix.
•
Thus NI pooling is formally expressed as the following: where x p is the output of NI pooling,
Equation (2) can be equivalently simplified to the following:
[ converts a feature matrix into a feature vector by introducing a latent semantic space. In this paper, we consider shortcut connection to capture the transitivity and reusability of features in pooling.
As a summary of NI pooling, we conclude the followings:
• Column sum (⊕) is to obtain statistical information of the embedding matrix. • Hadamard product ( ) is to strengthen features based on matrix factorization. It splits embedding matrix into two types of matrices. The first represents each row vector separately, and the second is a diagonal matrix which can strengthen features. Finally, it merges the feature vectors together to a matrix. For instance,
Intuitively speaking, each matrix is decomposed into several sparse matrices. It makes the implicit relationships between features easier to learn. • "+" is a sum, which adds the previous feature matrices (or vectors) to current feature matrices (or vectors). In Figure 2 , red arrow above and "+" indicates that the feature of "column sum" is passed to the current layer, and red arrow below and "+" denotes that the feature of "input" is passed to the current layer in NI pooling. As a shortcut connection, it can use history features to capture the transitivity and reusability of features. • "-" is a subtraction, which subtracts the results of two vectors after two conversion methods. It can reinforce important features and weaken unimportant features. In a short, each operation of NI pooling is interpretable in mathematic and then it is also reliable to learn effective lowlevel feature interactions. Besides, the computational complexity of NI pooling is O(n). It is easy to update model parameters with general optimizer and new samples. Batch Normalization Batch Normalization (BN) [Ioffe et al., 2015] is an acceleration strategy for neural network, which can tune the distribution of hidden layer to be the same during training process. In order to reduce "internal covariate shift", we introduce BN in NI pooling to detect the performance of NI pooling and whether BN can accelerate the convergence speed of the pooling. We will clarify the impact of BN on NI pooling by through experiments in Section 5.3. We utilize BN in NI pooling to make the same distribution of different hidden layers. Essentially, it is the standardization of information at each layer level. Furthermore, BN can better extract implicit relationships between features.
Dropout Dropout [Srivastava et al., 2014] is a regularization strategy to prevent over-fitting for neural network, which can randomly select some features into training process in each iteration. When neural network propagates forward, a neuron stops working with a certain probability p. It can enhance the generalization ability of model, because it does not rely too much on local features. In InteractionNN, we introduce dropout on NI pooling to avoid over-fitting. More importantly, we can find much different crucial information in each iteration because of randomness of selecting features. In Section 5.3, our experimental results illustrate the impact of dropout regularization. Of course, we also employ BN and dropout strategy on Layer-lossing to learn significant feature interactions and prevent over-fitting. Layer-lossing Layer-lossing is a modified neural network structure, which is responsible for learning high-level and nonlinear interactions between features (as shown in Figure 3) . Obviously, the linear model plays a key role to model the relevance between each hidden layer and final target. By obtaining information of each hidden layer, it can get more important features. Meanwhile, the model allows the loss of each hidden layer to be added to the objective loss function. In Section 4.3, we will introduce the objective loss function in detail.
... Layer-lossing is to extract higher-level feature interactions from each hidden layer, considering the transitivity and reusability of features. Formally, it is defined as follows:
where L is the number of hidden layers, h i is the output of the i-th hidden layer. w i and b i denote the connection matrix and bias, respectively. The bad unit means batch normalization, activation function and dropout, respectively. Among them, the role of BN and dropout is described in Section 4.2. The activation function represents the functional relationship between previous layer and current layer. We extract complex nonlinear feature interactions by setting a nonlinear activation at each hidden layer. It can make Layer-lossing more effective. In this paper, we employ three nonlinear activation functions (sigmoid, tanh, and relu) to improve the network's ability to predict. In Section 5.4, experimental results show the effects of different activation functions on performance.
The linear model is simple linear regression, which can predict the output of each hidden layer as accurately as possible. Formally, the definition of linear regression is as follow:
(4) where w i and b i denote the weight and bias vector, and y is predicted continuous value. Compared with the general neural network, it can learn more significant feature interactions from hidden layers.
Others
The linear model in Figure 1 is wide component in Interac-tionNN, which can learn essential and linear features. The combination layer sums the output of wide component and layer-lossing. For a regression problem, the predicted output of the model is:
where y is predicted continuous value, b denotes bias, h L and x wide denote the output of layer-lossing and wide component.
In this paper, we use the square loss as the model's loss function, and calculate the loss of each hidden layer in layerlossing:
where L denotes the numbers of hidden layer, and h i (x) is predicted target value of the i-th hidden layer.
Experiments and Evaluation
We implement InteractionNN by using TensorFlow and construct three sets of experiments to evaluate our proposed model on learning feature interactions. The first experiment aims to evaluate the effectiveness of InteractionNN by comparing to the state-of-the-art model. The second aims to appraise the ability of NI pooling to learn low-level feature interactions. The third aims to evaluate the availability of Layer-lossing for learning high-level feature interactions compared with general neural network.
Experiment Setup
We perform experiments with two benchmark datasets:
• Frappe: It includes 96,203 applications usage records for various contexts. It results in 5,382 features via one-hot encoding. In each sample, only 10 feature values are 1. • MovieLens: It contains 668,953 applications. It produces 90,445 features via one-hot encoding. In each sample, it has only 3 non-zero elements. We randomly split the datasets into three parts: 70% (training), 20% (validation), and 10% (test). To evaluate the performance, we employ two evaluation metrics: RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) and AUC (Area Under ROC). We compare InteractionNN with traditional machine learning methods and state-of-the-art deep learning models: LR, FM, DeepFM, PNN, and NFM.
The loss functions of all models are square loss for a fair comparison. The optimizer is mini-batch Adagrad, which can adaptively tune learning rate. The initial learning rate is searched in [0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05]. The batch size of both datasets is 128. Except for the size of attention factor is 64, other embedding size is set to 256. In order to avoid over-fitting, we use dropout is searched in [0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8] in both NI pooling and Layer-lossing. Besides, we utilize an early stopping mechanism based on the validation error, where InteractionNN stops iterating if the validation error continuously rising in five epochs.
Performance Comparison
In this section, we compare the performance of different methods on the test set (as shown in Table 1 ). For Interac-tionNN, we only set a hidden layer with bad unit. We have three major observation as follows: 
Evaluating NI Pooling
In this section, we will pay attention to analyze the effect of NI pooling for learning low-level feature interactions. In order to compare the performance of NI pooling to extract low-level feature interactions separately, we remove wide component and Layer-lossing from InteractionNN. Firstly, we compare different methods for learning lowlevel feature interactions on the test set (as shown in Table 2 • NI pooling achieves the best performance compared to the other methods. Specially, NI pooling improves performance by 4.8% and 4.0% over the most advanced method (BI pooling) on Frappe and MovieLens, respectively. It points that NI pooling can effectively learn feature interactions, and the shortcut connection can automatically learn extra information. • NI pooling and BI pooling performs much better than inner product and outer product with a great improvement on Frappe and MovieLens, respectively. It indicates that the implicit relationship between features is quite complicated, and simple product of feature vectors can only extract shallow feature interactions. • All methods for learning feature interactions are much better than LR. Moreover, LR relies heavily on feature engineering. Designing effective method to learn more important feature interactions is a prospective research direction to ease humans burden. Besides, we also explore the effect of dropout, batch normalization and embedding size (as shown in Figure 4 ). We have the following observations:
• To avoid over-fitting, we use dropout regularization method in NI pooling (as shown in Figure 4(a) ). We can see that dropout ratio affects the performance of Interac-tionNN. Specifically, the better optimal dropout ratio is 0.4 and 0.6 on Frappe and MovieLens, respectively. This verifies that dropout is obligatory to NI pooling, which increases level of feature interactions. Due the randomness of feature selection, NI pooling can combine different features to learn various feature interactions. • Figure 4(b) without BN with a 0.05 reduction.
• Figure 4(d) describes the validation error of different embedding sizes. The dropout radio is set to 0.4 and 0.6, and the learning rate is set to 0.001 and 0.005, respectively. Meanwhile, BN is also applied. We can see that the larger the embedding size, the better NI pooling performs. This confirms that the more the number of features, the better the implicit relationship between features is extracted.
Impact of Layer-lossing
Layer-lossing of InteractionNN is crucial for learning higherlevel feature interactions. In order to show the effect of Layerlossing on the result, we use 1, 3, and 5 hidden layers respectively. We call the model with i hidden layers LL-i, and the general neural network is named NN-i. In order to understand how the depth of neural network affects performance and whether InteractionNN performs better than general neural network, we employ LL-1, LL-3, and LL-5 respectively (as shown in Table 3 ). To avoid the influence of NI pooling, we fix hyper-parameters in NI pooling. For instance, the learning rate is set to 0.001, the dropout ratio in NI pooling is set to 0.4, and the embedding size is set to 256. Meanwhile, the dropout ratio in each hidden layer is the same. Obviously, when the number of hidden layers is the same, Layer-lossing outperforms better than general neural network. It shows that the features retained in the hidden layer are important.
There is an interesting appearance that the more hidden layers, the worse the performance. We believe that the gradient in back propagation is more likely to disappear under sparse settings. Although we also try other successful models, the performance of InteractionNN isn't improved. This indicates low-level feature interactions play a key role for Layer-lossing to capture high-level feature interactions.
In addition, Table 4 shows the test error of LL-1 using different activation functions in hidden layer. First and foremost, we observe that by using different nonlinear activations, LL-1 performs better than NI pooling, respectively. This indicates LL-1 can learn the higher-level interactions between features via nonlinear activation function and modeling the relationship between each hidden layer and final target. Among the three nonlinear activation functions, Relu and Sigmoid perform better on Frappe and MovieLens. Note that the nonlinear feature interactions are different for different datasets. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel neural network model In-teractionNN for sparse prediction, where hidden features of sparse data can be learned by multilevel feature interactions. InteractionNN model considers the transitivity and reusability of features. It provides a promising research direct to improve NN-based models even general machine learning model.
